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Below are the ACE Award descriptions along with the questions that correlate with each award
within the submission form via Survey Monkey. (Do not submit this form.) Each response should be
between 250 and 500 words (or approximately 1,400 and 2,950 characters). Nominations without
responses to the supporting questions will not be considered. Additional attachments can be sent
to awards@ANFPonline.org. To submit your nomination, please click HERE.
AMBASSADOR AWARD
Recipient: Non-member
Criteria: An administrator, dietitian, etc. who demonstrated commitment of the CDM credential and
supports the nutrition and foodservice department leader through mentoring.
1. How did the nominee demonstrate commitment to the CDM credential and support the
nutrition and foodservice department leader through mentoring?
2. How did the nominee display commitment to the CDM and/or ANFP?
CDM SPOTLIGHT AWARD
Recipient: Recipient of the Chapter’s CDM of the Year or CDM of the Month
Criteria: Member that has received their chapter’s CDM of Year (or equivalent award), or was
named as the ‘CDM of the Month’ in Edge in 2016/2017.
1. When did the nominee receive the chapter CDM of the Year Award (or chapter equivalent)?
2. In the space below, explain why the nominee deserves to receive the national CDM of the Year
recognition.
DINING DISTINCTION AWARD
Recipient: Any member
Criteria: The dining experience can contribute significantly to the health and well-being of
individuals; an optimal dining experience is more than “eating”. It involved the nutritional value
of food, the way food is presented, the environment in which food is presented, the human
interactions that occur during the dining experience.
1. How has the nominee demonstrated excellence in dining?
2. How has the nominee impacted the quality of life through dining for their customers/patients?
3. How has the nominee promoted good nutrition to customers/patients?
4. How has the nominee used creativity in addressing needs of their customers/patients?

DISTINGUISHED SERVICE AWARD
Recipient: Member or corporate sponsor
Criteria: Member has exhibited strong support for ANFP and its mission: Position the Certified
Dietary Manager as the expert in foodservice management and food safety.
MEMBER QUESTIONS
1. How many years has the nominee been a CDM?
2. Please list specific examples of how the nominee has supported the CDM including
volunteering with their local state chapter.
3. How has the nominee exhibited strong support for ANFP and its mission?
CORPORATE SPONSOR
1. How has the corporate partner exhibited strong support for ANFP and its mission?
2. Please list specific examples of how the nominee has supported the CDM including
volunteering/partnering with their local state chapter.
3. How has the nominee exhibited strong support for ANFP and its mission?
HORIZON AWARD
Recipient: Member who has practiced in the foodservice industry five years or less.
Criteria: Recognizes members who are new to management, and who demonstrate a desire for
future growth through conditions to their facility or community, or local chapter, and display
leadership in fostering equality, diversity, and inclusion in the workplace.
1. Has the nominee been in the foodservice industry five years or less?
2. How has this member displayed leadership in fostering equality, diversity, and inclusion?
3. How has the nominee shown leadership or innovation at their facility or place of employment?
4. How has the nominee demonstrated a desire for future growth by contributing and/or
participating in his/her local chapter of ANFP?
INNOVATION AWARD
Recipient: Any member
Criteria: Recognizes members who enhance their nutrition and foodservice operations through
technology, program development, nutrition, operations and/or creative use of financial
management.
1. How did the nominee enhance her/his nutrition and foodservice operations through technology,
program development, nutrition, operations, and/or creative use of financial management?

LEGACY AWARD
Recipient: ANFP member that has been a member for at least 15 years, and served 3+ years on a
national committee/board and attended at least 3 ANFP regional and/or annual meetings within
the last 5 years.
Criteria: ANFP involvement and attendance at ANFP programming to include contributions to
ANFP through consistent participation but not limited to annual meeting, regional meetings,
leadership institute, and chapter programs.
1. How many years has the nominee been a CDM?
2. How has a member made significant and ongoing contributions to ANFP, their workplace, and/
or their community?
3. Please list specific examples of how the CDM has been involved with ANFP during their time
as a member?
4. How has the nominee’s volunteer work positively impacted ANFP?

PARTNERSHIP AWARD
Recipient: Company or facility (Members or non-members)
Criteria: Demonstrated strong commitment to the CDM credential and supports the nutrition and
foodservice department leader.
1. How did a facility demonstrate strong commitment to the CDM credential and support the
nutrition and foodservice department leader?
2. List specific examples of actions the facility has taken to support the CDM.
3. How has credentialed staff/leaders led to positive change for the facility?
4. What has the facility done to grow the fooderservice/dietary department leader(s)?
PUBLIC POLICY LEADERSHIP AWARD
Recipient: Congressperson or member
Criteria: Exhibits strong support for efforts to change/strengthen public policy in the areas of
nutrition, food, healthcare, public health.
MEMBER QUESTIONS
1. How does the member exhibit strong support for efforts to change or strengthen public policy,
especially in the areas of nutrition, food, health care and public health?
CONGRESSPERSON:
1. How does the Congressperson exhibit strong support for efforts to change or strengthen
public policy, especially in the areas of nutrition, food, health care and public health?
SUPPLEMENTAL QUESTIONS
There are supplemental questions that are not
required for nominee submission, but a response is
encouraged. They include the following:
1. How does the nominee anticipate the award
benefiting their career?
2. What would you like us to know that sets the
nominee apart from the other applicants?
While not required, a referral or a letter of
recommendation is strongly encouraged and may
help boost the nominee's score.

Below are questions the nominee’s reference should
answer within their letter:
1. Where do you see the greatest potential in this
candidate as it relate the of the field of nutrition
and foodservice?
2. Is there anything else you would like to share
about this candidate that would be helpful to the
Awards & Recognition committee?

